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UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
5th and 14th Amendments

( iv )

IN

THE COURT

OF APPEALS OF THE STATE

OF UTAH

IRSHAD A.AADIL,
PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT
VS.
CASE NO:
88O6OA-CA

TOYOTA MOTOR SALES U.S.A.,INC.,
A California Corporation,
DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT.

JURISDICTION
The Court has jurisdiction pursuant to the
provisions of Title 78 §2a-3 (2)(h) of the Utah Code Ann.

NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
The appeal is from an Order of the Third
District Court dismissing the Complaint with prejudice.
The action was commenced by three plaintiffs against the
defendant for breach of warranty and misrepresnetations
as to the fitness and adequacy of an engine in the vehicles
manufactured and sold by the defendant. Defendant filed a
motion to dismiss the complaint for a more definite statement
and plaintiffs filed Interrogatories and Requests for
production of documents to get necessary information to

-1-

amend the Comolaint.On October 22,1987, the Court ordered
defendant to respond to the discovery requests bv October
28,1987, and ordered plaintiffs to to amend their complaint
by November 16,198 7 as the discoverv was complete.But defendant failed to comply with the order and plaintiffs filed a 2nd
Motion

to compel discovery and to extend time to file an

amended complaint.Defendant was ordered to respond second time.
Plaintiffs Saniida Hasan and M.Hasan were offered a settlement
and they accepted followed by an order to dismiss their
complaint.Defendant delayed its response to the discovery
requests and furnished the requested answers and documents
on May 12th 1988 and were received by this appellant on Mav 16,
1988. In the meantime plaintiff prepared his proposed amended
complaint which was merely a rough draft as it can be seen
from the iist of the parties that needed to be removed.
Plaintiff even talked to the Counsel of defendants and caused
a letter to be delivered to him on May 23,1988 to remind him
of plaintiff's right to amend the complaint before his Motion
could be heard but defendant went ahead with his motion as
scheduled on May 27,1988.The Court did not hear any arguments,
simply and harshly admonished the appellant suggesting that fte
should have bought a V-8, and dismissed the complaint without
reviewing the file and its prior orders.Appellant then filed a
timely objection to the proposed Order prepared by the
defendant and mailed to appellant on May 31,1988, but the
Court had already signed the copy of propsed Order of which
appellant was not aware of on June 2,1988.

STATEMENT

OF

THE

ISSUES

The following issues are submitted :
I. Whether the District Court failed to examine the
merits of the macter in dismissing the Complaint,
II. Whether the District Court failed to observe and
carry the due process burden to allow the appellant
to have his

dav in the court.

III. Whether the District Court abused its discretion in
dismissing the complaint
IV. Whether the District Court ignored its own orders
and the Rules in dismissing the Complaint,thus
violating due process requirements.

DETERMINATIVE

LAW

&

RULES

Due Process Clauses of the 14 tn. and 5th Amendments to
the Constitution of the United States

Title 70A $2-313,2-315/2-510, and 2-601 of the Utah Code Ann.
Title 70A §2-711 and §1-201(3) of the Utah Code Ann.
Title 13 §20-4 of the Utah Code Ann.
Rule 41 of the Utah Rule of Civil Procedure
Rule 2.9 of the Rules of Practice

(3)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
That the plaintiffs bought 1987 Toyota 4x4 vans and
discovered that the vehicles were sluggish and unsafe while
merging into expressways and overtaking.Plaintiffs filed their
notices with the defendant as the Exhibits to the Complaint show.
Plaintiffs have bought these vehicles after receiving verbal and
written warranties on all aspects of the vehicle.In answer to
Interrogatory No:6, defendant admits distributing printed sales
material in the form of a very elegant brochure in which defendant
assures that the vehicle is capable of "quick acceleration" and
that defendant has

M

extensive experience " in auto manufacturing

thus causing buyers to rely on its representations.Plaintiffs
filed, this action in the court

after defendant failed to resoond

to anv of the letters written by the plaintiffs.
After the commencement of the action the research and
discovery by the plaintiffs reveal the following facts to support
their claim against defendant on the merits:
1. That defendant first brought the vehicle in 1985 with a
Curb weight of 2845 pounds and motor size of 2. Litre .After neumorous
complaints defendant put a bigger motor of 2.2 Litre on 1986 and
1987 models .
2. That defendant sold the 1987, 4x4 van, the vehicle
that the plaintiff is complaining about, with additional weight
of 630 lbs. (total weight 3475 lbs.Defendants' answer to Incerrogatory NO:10) while the engine size remained the same i,e.2.2 Litre.
Please also see Addendum:A-9
(4)

3. That Exhibit A, attached to the answer of
Interrogatory No:L5, has the test reports of the CONSUMER
GUIDES and other magazines stating that the van needs more oower
and its excessive weight drops acceleration to the dangerously
low levels when you need to merge into expressway traffic and
while passing other vehicles.Those reports are attached herewith
as Addendum A 1 through 8.
4. That defendant had complete scientific data,
the reasons tor changes in 1985 model,complaints and data from
it own National Research office but it totally neglected the
facts and used the older engine in heavier vehicle.
5. That defendant though in a superior position of
having the scientific data yet failed to manufacture the engine
considering the speed requirements thus compromised the safety
of the concerned.
6. That defendant represented through its agents
and printed assurances that the vehicle

would move fast in

accordance with the expectations created in the minds of the
buyer through its brochures,a part of which attached as Addendum-.A-10,
7. The fact is that the vehicle would reach a
speed of 60 miles per hour from zero in 18.40 seconds according to test reports of the FOURWHEELER Magazine of May 1987,
while the average time for a non-racing

vehicle is approximately

12 seconds to reach from 0 to 60 miles per hour.Please see the
FOURWHEELER data and the Road Test Summary by Road & Track of
about 124 vehicles attached herewith as Addendeum:A-ll and A-12
respectively.
(5)

8. That power to weight ratio (lbs.per horsepower)
on the van is 34.5 lbs per horse power (please see Addendum A-9)
while the average ration is 18 to 23:1.
9. According to the test criteria

of the 4Wheel k Off

Road Tests of Petersons, "First comes the gamut of empirical
evaluations- objective data such as horsepower-to-weight ratios"..
February 1989 Issue is attached herewith as Addendum:A-13.
10. That the expert witnesses would testify to support
the merits of the complaint to the effect that the van is
awfully slow and has an inadequate engine. Please see addendum
A -14.
11. That defendant has used different magazines
for promotion,has offered automobiles to auto magazines such
as mentioned herein for test drives and then used their positive
comments to promote its automobiles.Please see defendant's
Answer to Interrogatory No: 13, and Addendum:A- 1& 15.

Thus„

it is fair to conclude that negative test reports of the van
are as valid as the good ones of other models and cars.
12. That plaintiffs1 expectations of

an engine

with a certain horsepwer or size are reasonable and justifiable
considering the following factors:
I. That it is a major investment for them to buy an
item approximately in the sum of twenty thousand dollars.
II. That traffic conditions, speed requirement and
safety concerns require that avehicle carrying your entire

(6)

family should not compromise safety.

That the District Court not only made an error in
ignoring the merits and the scientific data of the case in its
simple minded approach but also committed irregularities in
dismissing the complaint,and the following facts are submitted:

13. That defendants Motion to Dismiss (index Record:
29-31) did not seeK to dismiss with prejudice and sought to remove
certain paragraphs, and for an order directing plaintiff for a more
definite statement.
14. That defendant's Motion for a more definite
statement or for a dismissal for the reasons thereof was continued until the plaintiffs had an opportunity to amend the
complaint after the defendant has completed response to the
discovery request of the plaintiffs.The Court's Order of
October 22,1987 [RECORD INDEX NO:55-5 7] in paragrapn 3,
clearly states that " Defendants Motion to Dismiss shall be
continued until such time as plaintiff have had an opportunity
to amend their Complaint and shall be resecheduled for hearing
before this Court at that time", PLEASE SEE ADDENDUM:A-18,19.
15. Defendnat delayed and avoided responding to the
discovery requests and plaintiff filed for a Motion to Compel
and for an extension of time to file an amended Complaint.Please
see RECORD INDEX NO:58-60.

(7)

16. Defendant was ordered to complete the
response to the discovery. RECORD INDEX NO:79-80.
17.Plaintiffs Sanjida and M.Hasan accepted the
settlement offer of the defendant and a Stipulation and

Order

of Dismissal was filed. RECORD INDEX NO:83-84
18. In the first week of April 1988, as the
Counsel for defendant, Mr.Chai was still looking for some
articles to complete the response to discovery requests,
appellant forwarded him

the proposed amended complaint with

an understanding that certain paragraphs can be removed as
he would point out and the reasons thereof. RECORD INDEX NO:85-98.
This rough draft did not even had the plaintiffs corrected yet.
19. That defendant completed its response to the
discovery request on Mav 12,1988 received by this plaintiff on
Mav 15,1988. PLEASE SEE ADDENDUM: A-l.
20. That defendnat noticed the hearing of its
Motion without giving ten days to the plaintiff to correct his
proposed amended complaint. RECORD INDEX NO:118-119.
21. That plaintiff was entitled to ten days period
to correct his proposed amended complaint pursuant to the Ruling
of the Order of the District Court dated:October 22,1987.
Please see RECORD INDEX NO: 55-57.
22. That on May 23,1988,plaintiff talked to the
Counsel for defendnt, Larrv Lavcock and reminded him of
plaintiff's right to amend the complaint.In addition plaintiff
also stated to Mr.Laycock that there was a need to remove
18)

plaintiffs, Sanjida and M,Hasan and their causes since thev
have settled, alongwith my suggested changes on certain
paragraphs.But the cousel for defendant went ahead wich the
Motion without paying any attention to the plaintiff's right
to amend and correct his proposed amended complaint which he
has forwarded to Mr. Ghai as acourtsey to exchange ideas on
removing certain paragraphs.
23. That plaintiff was just stunned by the sudden
and angry outburst of advice from the Court on Mav 27,1988,
at the hearing of the defendant's Motion.No arguments were
made on the merits and memoranda of the matter.
24. That plaintiff received a proposed Order
from the Counsel of the defendant on June 2,1988,
alongwith his letter

a copy of which is attached nerewith

as Addendum: A-16. In his letter counsel for defendant states:
ff

Enclosed please find an Order granting defendant's

Motion for Dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint in the above
referenced matter. If it meets with your approval, please
sign and return to me for submission to the Court."
As plaintiff filed his Objection To The Propsed Order he
discovered that the cousel for defendant had also filed an
Order with the Court contradicting his statement as undeiined
above and in violation of the provisions of Rule 2.9 of
the Rules of Practice which require as following:
Rule 2.9(b): copies of the proposed FindingsfJudgments, and /or
(9)

Orders shall be served on opposing counsel before being
presented to the Court for signature unless the Court otherwise orders.." which in this case the Court did not .
25. That plaintiff filed his Objections to the
proposed Order on June 6,1988 but -the Court had already
signed the Order on June 2,1988.That plaintiff had time
upto June 7, 1988 to file objections.In fact it was improper
for defendant's counsel to submit a second copy of the Order
to the Court witiiin five days period of his forwarding the
propsed Order to this plaintiff. RECORD INDEX NO:143-156
26. It is evident from the record [Record Index
No-.21-28 and 101-103 that defendnat was seeking a dismissal
for a more definite statement and without prejudice.
27. It is evident from the communications between
plaintiff and the counsels of the defendant that defendant was
not seeking a dismissal with prejudice.
28. There is not a single pleading in the whole record
of this matter indicating that defendant sought dismissal of this
action with prejudice.
29. According to a

conversation

between the plaintiff

and defendant's counsel,Mr.Laycock, on May 23rd 1988,he was
proceeding ahead with his scheduled Motion despite mv rignt to
amend the complaint because ne was seeking the removal of all
the objectionable paragrapns and it was his suggestion that I
wait to amend the complaint and in a trusting spirit I did.
On the day of the hearing, the Court was ready for ruling even

(10)

before the Counsel for defendant would state his motion. Then,
as the plaintiff received the proposed Order dismissing the
complaint with prejudice ,he immediately protested at this breach
of trust, and by the time plaintiff filed his Objection To The
Propposed

Order [RECORD INDEX NO: U7-156 J the cousel for defend-

ant has presented a second copy of the Order to the Court,
contrary to his position as stated on Addendum: A-lb and in
violation to the provisions of Rule 2.9 of the Rules of Practice.
30. Appellant has been very conscious

about his

duties to the court and the other party.He even filed for an
extension of time to amend the complaint [RECORD INDEX NO-.58-59 J
even though the delay was caused by the defendant.Then again,
as the cousel for defendant was proceeding on with his Motion
on May 27th 1988 without giving time to plaintiff to correct
his draft of the amended complaint (which was mailed to Mr.
Chai, a month before ) plaintiff asked Mr.Lavcock if there
was a need for plaintiff to move the Court the same day i.e.
May 27th 1988, for another extension of time to amend and
correct the draft amended complaint.The counsel for defendant
clearlv assured the plaintiff that there was no need to correct
the draft or move the court at that particular time becuase the
Court may strike ail the paragraphs as he has requested or altogether require a new complaint. Plaintiff personally delivered
a letter stating this understanding at the offices of Mr.Lavcock
on the 23rd day of May 1987, and a copy of which is attached

herewith as Addendum: A- 17.
Appellant submits the foregoing statement of
the case with due respect to all concerned and with acknowledgment of the fact that ther may well have been misunderstandings
and miscommunications specially considering the fact that Mr.
Chai and Mr.Laycock represented the defendant alternately
in each other's absence and at different times.

SUMMARY

OF THE ARGUMENT

That the Court abused

its discretion as follows:

That it acted arbitrarily in dismissing the Complaint without
noting that plaintiff was entitled to amend his complaint
pursuant it own Order.
it acted simple mindedly when it assumed the position
of an auto expert in a complicated situation where the expert
witnesses have not even explained the susbstance of the matter.
Not only did the Court failed to see the technical
merits of the matter, it also ignored the legal merits of the case
in that

it failed to see the statutory remedies available to

the plaintiff who has been damaged by the defendant.
The Court also made an error in bypassing the rules
which tantamounts to denial of due process.

(12)

A R G CJMEJNTT
X -

IN REVIEWING A DISMISSAL WHICH IS GRANTED

AGAINST A PLAINT£FF, THE COURT MUST REVIEW ALL OF THE EVIDENCE,
TOGETHER WITH EVERY LOGICAL INFERENCE WHICH MAY HAVE BEEN DRAWN
THEREFROM IN THE LIGHT MORE FAVORABLE TO THE PLAINTIFF.
Martin v.Stevens

121 UT.484 (1952)

In this case the lower Court not only failed
to review the file and note that the plaintiff has not had his
opportunity to amend his complaint as guaranteed by the Order
of the Court but also it failed to observe the merits of the
matter as follows:
I, That plaintiff purchased the vehicle after
express warranties that the vehicle was capaoie of MquicK
acceleration'* as needed in the traffic environment in the U.S.
§2-Jl3 of the UCC

provides that Express Warranties by the

seller are created as follows:
"Any affirmation of fact or promise made by the seller to the
buyer which relates to the goods and becomes part of the basis
of the bargain creates an express warranty that the goods shall
conform to the affirmation or promise " and "Any description of
the goods which is made part of the basis of the bargain creates
an express warranty ..,f FOR THE FULL TEXT PLEASE SEE ADDENDUM A-20.
NOW,IS
THAT

NOT

THIS

PLAINTIFF

BARGAINED

A

GENUINE

DID

NOT

FOR?
(13)

GET

CONTROVERSY
WHAT

HE

Defendnat had all the facts and knew the destination and
the purpose of the vehicle or it should have known.It should
have also known that the buyer would rely on the sellerfs skill
and judgement pursuant to the provisions of the Implied Warranty
of Title 70A-2-315. It is a gross simplification of the duties
of the defendant to state that it delivered physically what it
promised. A non-mercahant buyer such as plaintiffs had no knowledge
of the technical requirements at the time of the purchase of the
vehicles. The picture of their agreement (or the meeting of the
minds) consisted at least of the following factors:
a.

The psychological expectations created by the brochure
and the sales personnel promises such as graphs shown to
impress the buyer, assuring and promising comments about
the engine and other assurances by the sales people.
"I guarantee or I warrant'1 are not necessary for an express
warranty'1

Nielson v.Hermansen 109 U. 180,166 P.2d.536.

"A positive statement by the seller by way of the
identity, nature or kind of the goods or in regard to
them, as a statement of fact,not opinion, is a warranty"
PLease see Addendum: A-21.
b.

Buyer's indriect and inner reliance on the technical
judgment of the seller and buyer's implied reliance or
inner comfort,so to speak,that the manufacturer-knows
the traffic conditions and their requirements in terms of
whatever parts and components are needed for those conditions
and purposes.
(14)

NOW, IS NOT THIS A GENUINE CONTROVERSY IN THIS CASE,
WHETHER EXPECTATIONS CREATED BETWEEN THE PARTIES ARE AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE AGREEMENT AND WARRANTIES ARISING
THEREFROM.
It is grossly incorrect and befooling the system to
state that buyer's rignts or expectations are limited to the
physical thing in nis grocery bag.The area of tort law in
general and product liability in particular would not have
developed if the judges had ignored the finer points of growth
in human needs and expectations. Plaintiff understands that the
lower court would not have thrown him out if the dealer had
delivered the plaintiff a two door car after promising a four
door one. But that is too obvious. Now, is it too complicated
to understand that the plaintiff expected that his new car
(in which he has put a lot of money) would merge into treeways or overtake another vehicle without making him unsafe and
nervous wreck everytime he is sitting on a merging lane ?
Technically speaking (after plaintiff has consulted experts and
done some research ) the plaintiff based on warranties expected
that his new car would merge into freeway taffic safely if it
would take 0 to 14 seconds to reach a speed of at least 60,
(considering everybody on the freeway is driving within the
speed limit and any court could take notice of speed limits
which vary between 55 to 65 depending upon your merger location
e.g. Salt Lake and Centerville, repectivelv).

(io)

The next question on the merit of the matter
is:if the warranties were correct or in other words:
Could vehicle weighing 3475 lbs.(not even carrying seven
passengers though supposedly under the warranty it could)
with a horsepower of 101 (2.2 Liter Displacement) reach the
speed of 0 to 60 within 14 seconds.The answer of the experts
was unanimously negative in terms of impossibility since they
figured out that it could

reach

. that speed in 18.4 seconds

(Addendum :A-11 & 14). And that test was done with two passengers,
in case of seven passengers vou are iooking at at least 21
seconds, which is way off the warranty mark.
The appellant does not claim that his expert witnesses
are absolutely right and that he aas greater chance of prevailing
than the defendant BUT HE STRONGLY BELIEVES THAT THERE ARE
SERIOUS QUESTIONS AS TO WARRANTY,DUTY AND MERCHANTABILITY,and

tlneire ±s
extent

genuine

controversy

ancl soop>^ o f

as

to

tine

t h e w a r r a n t y , specially

considering the fact that the defendant had all the facts and
complaints in 1985 (Addendum:A-6) and has repeated the mistake
causing damages to the plaintiff.
I I .

A DISMISSAL SHOULD ONLY BE GRANTED ON THE

MERITS AND WHERE THERE IS NO RIGHT TO RECOVER AT ALL.
Morris v.Russell 120 UT.545, 236 P.2d.451
Winegar v. Slim Olson Inc. 252 P2d.205
(16)

In this case it is very clear that appellanc has a
right to recover his damages as a matter of law considering
the provisions of the UCC and has a choice of remedies.
Title 13 §20.-4. Please see Addendum: A-22 and
That, there has been a material breach of agreement giving
arise to a genuine controversy, thus entitling plaintiff to
his day in the Court. It is very clear pursuant to "Lemon
Law Reform", Arizona State Law Journal 1985:589 pp.597
That "agreement" means the bargain of the parties in fact as
found in their language or by implication from other circumstances" .
The appellant acted within reasonable time to inform
the dealer and the manufacturer of the defect (Please see Exhibits:8
as attached to the Complaint).Christooher v.Larson Ford Sales,
Inc.

557 P.2d.1009 (1976).Toyota purposely neglected the matter

thus forcing the appellant to sell his car back to the dealer,
after paying for the mileage, but at a loss of $2600.The
appellant is not liable for the deiav caused by the defendant.
Cohan v.Associated Furr, 53 NW 2d.788, 41 ALR 2d.pp.825.
That the dealer who

bought the car back form the

appellant was prudent and Knew the defect and was justified in
transferring the express warranty and damages to the manufacturer.
Rodrigues v.Cambell Industries, 87 Cal.App.3rd 494
Seekings v. Jimmy GMC, 638 P.2d. 210.
That the lower court should have also noted that the
(17)

defendant, according to its own National Survey knew

the

defect (Addendum:23 ) and its settlement offer to plaintiffs
Sanjida and M.Hasan and others similarly situated

was based

on that, though it does not officially acknowledge that.

There are

no laws requiring a plaintiff to present

his evidence at the commencement of an action to guarantee him
due process. In this case the Court unduly required such evidence
from the plaintiff thus denying nim his due process rights.The
Court had a duty to hear the experts and had no right to be the
expert, thus judging arbitrarily and prematurely to the detriment
of the appellant.
The lower court also failed to see that the plaintiff
had choice of remedies
§2-711 and

pursuant to the provision of Title 70A-

Studebaker Bros.Co. v.Anderson 176 P.663.
Despite the strength of the controversy based on

sunstantial law, the lower Court also

failed to review the

following important factors:
There is no element of culpable misconduct on the
part of the plaintiff.The Court has by no means stated that
the plaintiff defaulted in amending the complaint. In fact the
Court did not proceed regularly and was not even aware of its
own orders in the file.
The -Court not only failed to see the merits of
the claim but also failed to see the culpable conduct of the
defendant in playing games with the discovery process and
(18)

in depriving plaintiff of his right to amend the complaint and
to file an objection with the proposed order,Record shows that
orders compelling discovery were issued twice.The appellant
bent backward to accomodate the defendant in every possible
wav and with courtsev in discovery help at his own expense,
extensions of time and courtsev consultations.Please see
Addendums:A-l, 17,24 and 25.There is no indication in the
record

showing either by the Court or the defendant that

plaintiff has no right to recover.On the cotrarv plaintiff
even without the benefit of an Answer has shwon that there
is a genuine cause and controversy and there is substantive
and procedural law supporting his position.

C O N C L U S I O N

That the lower court had grossly contributed to
the miscarraige of justice in denying the appellant his due
process rights to present his case on the merits. That it has
ignored the merits of the case and applicable rules in
dismissing the Complaint with preiudice.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED:
this 17th day of February 1989.

l\ yJ±
TRSHAD A.AADIL
APPELANT PRO SE

(19)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I, che undersigned hereby certity that I have
mailed 2

correct copies of the foregoing:

BRIEF OF APPELLANT
TO: HENRY K.CHAI
SNOW .CRISTENSEN & MARTINEAY
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT
AT: 10 Exchange Place eleventh Fioor
Sait Laske City Utah 84111.

J
this 17th day of February 1 9 ^ , postage! prepa
IRSHAD ';A. AADIL

ADDENDUM: A HENRY. K. CHAI I I (A0606)
LARRY R. LAYCOCK (A4868)
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU
Attorneys for Defendant
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor
Post Office Box 45000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone: (801) 521-9000

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DEFENDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
ANS'/ERS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET
OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUEST
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

IRSHAD AADIL,
Plaintiff,
vs.
TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U.S.A.,
INC., a California corporation,

Civil No. 87-4719
Judge Pat B. Brian

Defendant.

15.

Please state the names of the magazines which have

tested your 1985, 1986 and 1987 van models.
ANSWER;

Toyota acknowledges the existence of magazine

test results other than those contained in Toyota files. Copies
of materials provided by Irshad Aadil are attached hereto as
Exhibit "A."
DATED this

day of May, 1988.
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU

rcbck
S
Attorneys for Defendant
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A, Inc.
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Specifications

Prices Best Buys
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Dodge Daytona Shelby Z

Road tests of over 8 0 new _
cars and compact vans.
Here's how the 1987 models
compare for performance,
mileage, room, comfort,
workmanship and more.

^*B&.«£££*

Pontiac Bonneville SE

Volkswagen Fox GL

„ d£^*»"?i*r:~<-*fV'2

AUTO TEST 1987 PUTS YOU BEHIND THE WHEEL
Clear, concise evaluations in 2 0 key areas, including:
Value Acceleration Fuel Economy Ride
Handling/Roadholding Braking Noise. Latest
prices and "Best Buy" recommendations.

Foyota
cars available anywhere, it undercuts most of the Europeans
in price, but not its American counterparts. The price of admission starts at $20,000 and tops $25,000 fully loaded. The
warranty is improved for 1987, but pales next to those now
offered by Detroit's Big Three. Nonetheless, this is a fine
long-distance cruiser that's easy to live with on a daily basis.
PRICES
TOYOTA SUPRA
3-door coupe, 5-speed
3-door coupe, automatic
3-door coupe w/Sport Roof, automatic . . .
Turbo 3-door coupe, 5-speed
Turbo 3-door coupe, automatic
Turbo 3-door coupe w/Sport Roof, 5-speed .

**
$19990
20680
20990
22260
22950
23260

$16392 $19790
16958
20480
17212 20790
18253
22060
18819 22750
19073
23060

Destination charge varies by region. These models sell at or above retail in
many locations.
STANDARD EQUIPMENT (included in above prices):
3.0-liter (180-cid) PR 24-vaive 6-cylinder engine, 5-speed close ratio manual
or 4-speed automatic transmission, variable-assist power steering, power
4-wheel disc brakes, pushbutton automatic climate control air conditioning,
power windows and door locks, power remote mirrors with defogger, halogen fog lights, tungsten halogen headlights, theft deterrent system, transparent wide bodyside moldings, front and rear mud guards, full instrumentation
including tachometer, voltmeter, coolant temperature and oil pressure
gauges, trip odometer, variable intermittent wipers, full console with storage
area and padded armrest, cloth sport seats with driver's side power lumbar
and lateral support adjusters, split fold-down rear seatbacks, cut-pile carpeting including cargo area, illuminated visor mirrors, remote fuel filler door
and hatch releases, automatic-off headlight system, illuminated entry system, tinted glass with upper shaded windshield band, rear defogger, cargo
area cover, AM/FM stereo ET cassette with power amp, Acoustic Flavor
equalizer and diversity-type power antenna, 225/50VR16 Goodyear Eagle
GT "Gatorback" tires on seven-inch-wide alloy wheels, full-size spare on
steel wheel. Turbo adds: turbocharged, intercooled engine, oil cooler, turbo
boost gauge, Sports Pkg. (Electronically Modulated Suspension, limited-slip
differential, headlamp washers).

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
Leather Sport Seat Pkg. (power seat req.).
Power driver's seat
Sports Pkg., base
Limited-slip differential, base
Trip computer/service reminder
Two-tone paint
Anti-lock braking system

950
210
700
230
290
200
900

760
168
560
184
232
160
720

905
200
665
220
275
190
855

Toyota 4WD Van
COMPACT VAN Competes with Chevrolet Astro, Dodge
Caravan, Ford Aerostar, Mitsubishi Wagon, Nissan Van,
Plymouth Voyager, Volkswagen Vanagon.
Four-wheel drive is available this year on Toyota's compact,
mid-engine Van. The on-demand, part-time 4WD system
(meant for use only in slippery conditions) is available on the
LE passenger model with either a 5-speed manual or 4-speed
automatic transmission. It also is available on the 2-seat cargo
van models. With the 5-speed manual, the 4WD transfer case
is operated by a floor-mounted lever. With automatic, 4WD
is engaged by a dashboard-mounted switch. On both models
the Van has to be stopped to change in or out of 4WD. The
4WD package includes a redesigned front suspension that

Toyota 4WD Van
raises the vehicle slightly for greater ground clearance and
P205/75R14 all-season tires. Rear-drive Vans are carried
over with minor equipment and appearance changes. Reardrive models come in Deluxe trim with either a 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic, while the plusher LE comes only
with automatic. All passenger models have seats for seven,
while all Vans are powered by a fuel-injected 2.2-liter 4-cyiinder engine mounted behind the front axle and between the
front seats. This report covers a 4WD Van with automatic
transmission.
PERFORMANCE Tbe 4WD package adds 400 pounds t o .
the Van's curb weight dropping acceleration to the danger
ouslv stow ranfta When you need 10 muryB into ftkpressway
traffic. The engine is able to Keep up with traffic un City ^treels,K
but the automatic transmission changes up to the higher gears
quickly and changes down again only if you floor the throttle
pedal. This 4WD system lacks shift-on-the-fly capability, so
you have to stop the Van to engage or disengage the system.
Once engaged, it greatly improves traction compared to reardrive operation. The Van is tall, narrow and rides a short
88-inch wheelbase. The short wheeibase aids maneuverability, but the body leans heavily in turns and the inside rear
wheel tends to lift and lose traction on slippery roads. On the
open road, it gets pushed around by cross winds.
DRIVER There's precious little foot room and the throttle
and brake pedals are to the right of the steerig column, so
left-foot braking is nearly impossible. The driving position is
much like that in a bus and the driver is squeezed between
the door and the engine compartment, leaving little room for
his elbows. The view to the front is great, but the wide roof
pillars and narrow rear window hamper visibility toother directions. The well-designed instrument cluster has large, well lit
gauges and all controls are easy to reach except the stereo,
which is mounted extremely low in the center of the dash.
Toyota compensates somewhat by putting controls for on/off/
volume and station selection on the center console. This van
had the optional dual air conditioners and ice maker/cooler,
which weren't of much use in our winter test weather, but
come in handy during the summer. The price is a steep $1650,
however.
PASSENGER The optional center captain's chairs have
folding armrests, backrest recliners and can be swiveied to
face the rear. The comfortable rear bench seat also has a
reclining backrest. Toyota's compact van has more room inside for passengers to move around, except the engine placement traps the driver and front passenger; they have to get
out of the vehicle to get to the rear. Wind noise is substantial

Prices are accurate at time ofprinting; subject to manufacturer's change.
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Toyota Varr* 4Runner
Van models are powered by a fuel-injected 2.2-liter
lylinder engine rated at 101 horsepower. The engine is
untecl behind the front axle, between the front seats.

>R
ssenger/room comfort
Warranties

• Cargo room

• Maneuverability

POWERTRAINS

°M

Displacement, l/cu. in.

2.2/134

Compression ratio

8.8:1

Fuel delivery

TBI
101@
4400
133@
3000

Netbhp(arpm
Nettorque@rpm

JAINST
rformance

-ffS

Availability
• Handling

• Ride

• Entry/exit

IMMARY
rcta's mid-engine Van rides the shortest wheelbase in its
ss (88 inches) and has a narrow rear track (nearly eight
hes narrower than the Dodge Caravan/Plymouth Voyager),
ich handicap its readability. The tall Van is sensitive to cross
ids on the open road, leans heavily in turns and tends to
the inside wheel going around corners, reducing traction.
9 firm suspension and high-pressure radials combine for
tiff, jiggly ride, especially with light loads. The new 4WD opl will improve the Van's traction in snow and rain, but it also
Js 400 pounds to the curb weight, without any increase in
BSpflWfij. I M ffl&r-dnve moaei nas inuJesiTSerformance;
) heavier 4WD version is "a slug. To its credit, the Van has
ght 30.2-foot turn circle, making it more maneuverable than
rivals, and a roomy interior that easily holds up to seven
Dple in comfort, or huge amounts of cargo with the seats
noved. There are more problems to live with, however: It's
teep climb into the front seats through the narrow doorway,
> mid-engine design restricts movement for front seat ocaants, and it's a major chore just to check the oil level (you
/e to lift the driver's seat). For all this you get mediocre permance at best, tricky handling and a 2000-pound trailerzing limit. Despite Toyota's reputation for quality, we rank this
B near the bottom among compact vans.

S

Final drive ratios
5-speed OP manual

4.10:11

4-speed OP automatic

4.30:12

1. 4.30:1, 4WD Van.

2. 4.78:1, 4WD Van.

PRICES
Rttal
Pilot

TOYOTA VAN

Dmltr
Invotet

Low
Prtct

Deluxe 4-door, 5-speed
$11688 $9993 $11000
Deluxe 4-door, automatic
12288
10506 11790
LE 4-door, automatic
14288
12094 13790
LE 4WD 4-door, 5-speed
15598 13258 15100
LE 4WD 4-door, automatic
16308
13862 15100
Destination charge varies by region. These models sell at or above retail in
many locations.
STANDARD EQUIPMENT (included in above prices):
2.2-liter (134-cid) 4-cylinder TBI engine, 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission as above, power brakes, adjustable driver's seat, quick
release removable rear seats, reclining middle seat, cloth upholstery, carpeting, tinted glass, P195/75R14 tires. LE adds: power steering, AM/FM stereo,
rear window wiper/washer, tilt steering wheel, bronze or blue "privacy"
glass, dual electric mirrors, power door locks. 4WD models add: P205/75R14
all-season tires.
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
Reardefogger & wiper/washer, Deluxe . . .
Power Pkg., LE

225
325

182
260

213
309

230
370
970
360
550
190
490
1395
1650
230
205
340

184
296
776
288
440
152
392
1116
1320
184
164
289

220
350
920
340
525
180
465
1325
1570
220
195
325

695

556

660

340
205

272
164

325
195

Power windows and door locks, fog lamps, door courtesy lamps.

•ECIFICATIONS
leelbase, in.
erall length, in.
erall width, in.
erall height, in.
>nt track, in.
ar track, in.
rb weight, lbs.
rgovol.,cu.ft.
Bl capacity, gal.
ating capacity
>nt headroom, in.
>nt shoulder room, in.
>ntlegroom, max., in.
ar headroom, in.
ar shoulder room, in.
arlegroom,min.,in.
450 lbs., 4WD

4-door
van/wgn
88.0
175.8
66.3
70.1
56.1
54.3
30501
149.8
15.9
7
39.6
55.1
41.5
40.6
57.8
32.3

Two-tone paint, LE
Alloy wheels, LE 2WD
Dual sunroof pkg., LE 2WD
AM&FM ST ET, Deluxe
AM&FM ST ET cassette, Deluxe
LE
Above w/Acoustic Flavor EQ, LE . . . . . . .
Dual air conditioners
w/cooler/icemaker, LE
Cruise control, Deluxe
LE (includes intermittent wipers)
Power Steering Pkg., Deluxe
Includes tilt steering column and P195/75R14 tires.

Captain's Chair Seat Pkg., LE
Four captains chairs and rear bench seat, upgraded upholstery.

Blue or bronze privacy glass, LE
Chrome wheels, 4WD

Toyota 4Runner
W H A T ' S N E W FOR '67

Van.

)DY/CHASSIS
Ivetraln layout: longitudinal mid-engine/rear-wheel or 4-whee!
/e. Front suspension: double wishbones, upper torsion bars,
s-pressurized shock absorbers, stabilizer bar. Rear suspension:
id axle, four links, coil springs, gas-pressurized shock absorbers,
ibilizer bar. Steering: rack and pinion, 3.4 turns lock-to-lock. Turn
imeter, ft.: 30.2. Front brakes: 10.0-in. discs. Rear brakes: 10.0drums. Construction: unit.

A redesigned front bumper, grille and outside mirrors give
Toyota's compact sport utility vehicle a slightly different
appearance for 1987, while a frame-mounted towing receiver
will be optionally available on all models. Otherwise, the
4Runner is a carryover. Based on the Toyota Standard Bed
pickup chassis, the 4Runner comes with a part-time 4WD
system (meant for use on slippery surfaces); the vehicle has
to be stopped to shift in or out of 4WD. The top-line SR5

Prices are accurate at time of printing; subject to manufacturer's change
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PASSENGER Interior is more spacious : ^ 3 i in the Caravan/Voyager
the added flexibility of fore-att adjustment on the middle seat and
DacKres; reclmers on both the middle arc rear benches. Tho snort
^neeibaso results in lots of bouncing ana o tenmg over less-than-pertec:
roaas. wnich gets uncomfortable and aownncnt scary at times. Engine
noise is well muffled, even though the enc.ne is mounted between the
front seats. Wind and road noise are rather high, however.
w,th

Room 5;

COMPACT VAN Competes against Chevrolet Astro/GMC Safari^
Dodge Caravan/Ph/mouth Voyager, Ford Aerostar and Volkswagen
Vanagon.
Minor tntenor and eauipment changes are the only revisions on Toyota's
reaMjrrve, mid-engine Van. which debuted for 1984. A low oil level war-'
nmg light has been added to the dash, the windshield washer fluid ts
now combined with the rear reservoir and a fluid level gauge is included. The final drive ratio with automatic transmission has been shortened for quicker acceleration. This report covers an LE model with every
available option except two-tone paint.
PERFORMANCE We tested the Van in cold, snowy weather and found ;
that it was easy to spin the rear tires on slick pavement or get the rear
end sideways in snow. The tall build results in lots of body lean around
turns and the Van gets blown all over the road by gusty winds. It wasn't
fun to dnve under these conditions. Low^speed acceleration has pegn
improved1 but the engine runs out of hrnnth whpn mgrntnry into, jar:N
moving expressway traffic. Engine and transmission benavior were cunc
good otherwise, both operating quietly and smoothly.
Acceleration 3; Economy 2;
roadholdlng 2; Braking 3

Driveablllty 4;

Handling/

DRIVER The seat is well shaped, supportive and the tilt w n w
eliminates some of the van influence in the driving stance. With
automatic, both pedals are to the right of the stoenng column, leaving
little room to move your foot, especially when wearing boots. A rear
heater with separate controls is standard and a big plus on a vehicle
this size. The expensive dual air conditioner with ice maker is a n\cc
feature, but awfully expensive ($1495).
Seating 3; Instruments/corttrolc 3;
ventilation 5

Visibility 3;

Heating/

Comfort 4;

Ride 2;

Noiae 3

CONVENIENCE Front doorways are ve-v narrow at the bottom, making it much harder to get in than the Caravan/Voyager. The side door
ailows oienty or room tor getting into either :r.e middle or rear seat. Cargo
area is nuge when the seats are removec and it has a flat floor to boot.
The mio-engine design means that you can t walk from the front to the
back inside the Van. You have to hang tr.e driver's seat to check the
oil and trie Dower steering fluid is behind tne tront passenger seat under
tho floor
Entry/exit 2; Cargo room 5; Serviceability 1
WORKMANSHIP Everything was well assembled and the materials
were of good quality throughout.
Body 4; Paint/exterior 4; Interior 4
SUMMARY The Van beats Chrysler's front-drive rivals in passenger
and cargo room, plus it should be highly reliable and durable over the
years because it's a Toyota. However, the Vans ride and handling don't
match the Chrysler vans. Toyota wins on auality, but Chrysler scores
for a more practical design.
Value 3
TOTAL POINTS.

~
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SPECIFICATIONS
Bodvtvpe
Wneeoase on.)
Overall lenqth Cm.)
Overall w»d!h (in.)
Overa.ln«aht(in.)
Track F--R (in )
."
Curt) w e ^ t (ias.i
•ealing
capacity
^
Front headroom (in.)
Front snoulder room (in.)
Front legroom. max. (in )
Rearheaaroomf.n.)
Rear snoulder room (in.)
Rear leoroom. mm. (in.)
Cargo voujmo (cu. ft)

4K*oorvan
88.0
175.4
66.3
70.1
56.1/54.3
2925
?
39.6
55.1
41.5
40.6
57.8
32.3
149.8

Enc.-ervoo
Displacement ll/cu. in.)
Cor^ess.on ratio
Fue celery
Netr^rpm
Not texcue (o> rpm
Trans. type/speeds)
Finaj erne ratio
Dnve wneels
Turn aa/neter (ft)
T<re SuZe
Fue« tan* cauacrty (qal.)
EPA CTTV mileage (mpg)
CG ccserved mileage (mog)
0-60 rnoh accol. (sec.)

^ Y ^
2.0^ U.*
B.Bi
";'AAr\n
\n%%2?>
120 @ 3003
auto/4
4.30:1
^ar
30.2
185/75R-14
15.9
21
16 6
NA

WARRANTIES Tho enfir* cur is covnsd tor 12 monms/ 72.000 mifs. H*>or powfir§* components
•'» covtsrtKj for 24 months 124.000 mifs. Body rust is cov^<i *or trim* years.

HATING SCALE

5 -Exc9f*nt; 4 - Very good; 3 -Avorccr/accootnbto; 2 - Fwr, 1 •

mo

Import Mini-Vans: Which Should You Buy?
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MOMM-LiS
miliar passenger car configurations.
Differences among the three in
cockpit layout and controls are mostly minor, though there are a couple
significant ones: (1) Toyota's power
remote outside mirrors adjust up/
down and in/out; Nissan's only adjust
in/out; and Mitsubishi doesn't yet
have a remote adjustment; (2) Toyota
includes a handy, console-mounted
remote control for the radio's main
functions; the other two do not.
Our on-road assessments of the
comfort and convenience of the minis
reflected the minor variation of their
equipment. All three were praised for
the ease of entry and exit from the
cockpit, the drivers' sides helped by
tilt-adjustable steering wheels. Each
van also provides grab handles and a
small step on each side. Less than
praiseworthy were the front "bucket"
seats. The Toyota's were singled out
as the best, though even they suffered
from a shallow, hard seat cushion
and scant lateral and thigh support.
Each of our test drivers complained
of stiffness after a few hours behind
the wheel. It seems as though these
are vehicles in which the passengers
are given preferential treatment over
the pilot.
Some of that coddling includes dual
air conditioning and heating systems,
operable by the rear passengers. Our
test run included 100° heat deep in
the Mojave desert, but the cooling
worked well. Even with both front
and rear systems full blast, there was

Sales of these vans
may hinge more upon
brand loyalty and
dealer satisfaction than
their inherent virtues
or price differential

for passing power took the tach needle to 4200 rpm in one clamorous assault. The Mitsubishi's 2.4-liter was
far quieter, its overdrive 2400 at 65
mph jumping to 3800 on the downshift. Its smoothness still didn't hide
little engine power loss and no rise in the need for more horsepower, espeoperating temperature. In the Nissan cially on long uphill grades with a
and Toyota, the dual A/C option in- loaded cabin. .Toyota's 2.2-liter was .
cludes the ice-maker/cooler located accorded the weakest of the lot^ 1
just in front of the middle console. though almost no engine noise in-' '
Nissan took the extra step to include truded even when the litle motor was
a warming feature with its box, a nice chugging hard. It turned 2850 rpm at
65, the tach needle hitting 3850 rpm
touch in this fast-food age.
So, if you've received the impres- for the passing gear. Like its competision that these vans are all trying tors, the Toyota would greatly benefit .
J
their darnedest to provide an upscale from an extra 20 hp.
Another aspect oi penormance'
interior environment, you're spot on
target. But how well do they get down where these vans would benefit from
finer tuning is suspension. We agree
the road?
Our subjective evaluation of perfor- it's a difficult job to design underpinmance reveals some definite dispari- nings for a 7-passenger van to handle
ties, though track times showed the all loads and conditions, and that's
three to be virtually equal in quarter- reflected in the variable road manmile acceleration. From 0-60 mph, ners of each player.
With the longest wheelbase, the
the Mitsubishi proved over 1.5 sec
faster than the Nissan and just over Nissan expectedly delivered the
2 sec faster than the Toyota. Though smoothest ride, particularly over tar
it is rated higher than the others in strips and expansion joints. But its
power, we suspect its lower level of soft springing also allowed some exequipment and lighter weight are cessive fore/aft wallow on certain
two reasons for its domination in a surfaces. It wasn't so bothersome to
sprint. Over the long haul, though, the driver, but rear passengers were
the only way to tell them apart was made uncomfortable by the motions.
On the skidpad, the Nissan pulled
in the way the engine's torque is delivered. Nissan's 2.4-liter was the 0.66 g, which isn't too significant givroughest and the noisiest. In top over- en the other vans' figures, but there
drive gear at 66, the engine was turn- was a tendency for the inside rear
ing 2850 rpm; the automatic upshift wheel to lift slightly, causing a sud-

TECH DATA
Mitsubishi Wagon

Nissan Van

POWERTRAIN
Max power (SAC m t j *
Max. torque (SA£ nef)..

~OHC,2var«ee/cyindef~
-2350 OC <14fc4 cu *!.)„
-107 h p £ 5000 rpm-.
...132 to-«a 3800 rpm..
,-4-epd automate, OZD„
-4.22:1

„

—.Front ongmevflear drive*—
«OHC, 2 varvea/cytnoer..
— ) cc (145.8 cu ia) ~
..106 h p ® 4800 rpm—„
-.137 to-tt $ 4800-,
-4-epd automate. 0/0~~
-4.62:t
„

~M

Toyota Van
-Front engine, rear d m *
^OHC2vaive»/cy«ndar
~2237oc(13ft3atJfw)
...101 hp @ 4400 rpm
~133 to-ft $ 3000 rpm
-4-apd automate, OtQ
».43fc1

CHASSIS
.Rack and pinion, powor i
14 x 5.5 iv, cart afloy.—
J>20S/75R14^

..tndepeodent/ftw axto-~
-Dfac/dnait, power a
-Recirculating beA, power
-14 x 5.5 in., cast alloy ftU
,

-Dfec/drum, powar
—Rook and pinion, var. powar
,.l4x5.5m.,ca*tai»oy
-P196/75K14

DIMENSIONS

Cur* weight*

-2200 mm (8&0 i a ) _
„4380 mm (175-2 kt)„
-1683 mm (885 in.).1782 mm (71J l a ) .
,.1475 kg (3252 * » _
,.2204 kg (4868 to) . £ 3 . 7 1 (14.2 gab—

..2313 mm (92.5 in.) _
~4450 mm (178.0 *.>..
..1663 mm (68.5 K ) . ~
-1810 mm (72.4 in.).-.
-1531 kg (3375 to) —
-.2208 kg (4865 to)._
- 6 7 L (17.7 gal)

..2200
...4395
...1658
~1756

~14.00..187 ft..
-20.19 sec/65.7 mph..
-0.67 g -22.1—
-18/21 —

..15.78...
~188ft...21.00 aec/88.7 mph..
...0.66 g — — . . — — .
-21.8-18/21..

..18.22
..201 ft
..21 68 sec/85.7 mph
-0.88 g
-22.1
-21/23

_mow..

..$14,509.
..$17,894.

-814,598
-819,003

mm (88.0 in.)
mm (175.8 «.)
mm (86.3 irt)
mm (70.3 in.)

-•1383 ko43fi5JU>W
..2118 kg (4670 to)
-60.1 I (15.8 gal)

PERFORMANCE
i040(MC)«
, 60-0 mptt-——,
Lateral accotorotlofi-.
EPA ctry/reghway (oat)...

PRICE

-$1*279-

| S-Standard

O-Optional

- N o t Available

PERFORMANCE
1 2.2 liter 4-cvlinder engine
1 Electronic fuel iniection
1
|
I
1
1
J
J
1
1
j

J

I

A
... 4WDLE
AJ3IXRLEJ3DT TTvT -Deluxe
-., .
!

[Deluxe

LE

j BODY/FRAME CONSTRUCTION

._...

5-speed manual overdrive transmission
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission with lock-up torque converter
2-speed manual transfer case
Doubie wishbone upper torsion bar front suspension
with gas-filled shock absorbers
4-hnk coil spring rear suspension with gas-filled shock absorbers
Floor underguards lor engine, transfer case, and fuel tank
Tandem power-assisted ventilated front disc rear drum brakes
with rear load-sensing proportioning valve
Free-wheeling automatic-locking front hubs
Gai\ annexed steel in ke\ bod\ areas
PN5 7 =>R 14 steel-belted all-weather radial tires
PI85 75RU steel-belted radial tires
P205 7^RI4 ail-weather steei-belted radial tires
Full-size spare tire with steel wheel

j STYLING DESIGN
St\ iec! steel wheels with center cap and steel-belted radial tires
| Chrome st\ led steel wheels
| Stainless steel wheel trim rings
| Aluminum alio\ wheels
1 Dual power remote-controlled outside mirrors and wide-view passenger mirror
|
|
j
j

J 4 W D LE

Front cornering lights
Color-ke\ed front and rear bumpers
Front and rear mudguards
Wide protectee side moldings
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1 Cooler ice maker-requires dual air conditioning
CentralK controlled power door locks
Center console w ith storage areas
Sitdina passenger-side door with child protector door lock
[ and illuminated inside step
High overhead opening rear hatch
1 Elect rk rear window defogger with rear window wiper washer mciuaes tluid level indicator
1 Intrusion Monitoring System
Sliding side tinted giass windows
Electronic AM stereo FM MPX tuner with 3 speakers
AM stereo FM MPX premium electronic tuner
Electronic AM stereo FM MPX tuner with 5 speakers and auto-reverse cassette
Electronic AM stereo FM MPX tuner with 5 speakers, auto-reverse full-logic
cassette amplifier and S-wa\ acoustic flavor tone control equalizer
Auto-rev erse cassette player
7-band graphic equalizer amplifier
( Garageable t > pe foid-dow n radio antenna

0

s
s
s
SQ

i

s

s
0

0
0

s
s

s
s

s
o

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

-

-s

0

0

s 1

j
j
J
J
j
J

1

32 J ft

j 30.2 ft

30.2 tl

,

SUSPENSION FRONT

Double wishbone with j Same as 4 WD LE
upper torsion bar. gas- i|
filled shock absorbers ';

Same as 4 WD LE

SUSPENSION REAR

4-link with coil springs
gas-filled shock
absorbers and
stabilizer bar

1 Sameas4WDLE

Same as 4WD LE

/ j Same as 4WD~L~E

Same as 4 WD LE

4-cylinder EFI
2.2 liters (2237 co
1014 4400 rpm

~~|

^_

I33ft-lbs4 3000 rpm

Wheelbase
Overall length
Overall width
Overall height
Tread width
(fronti
ireari

Size

_
I

1 EXTERIOR COLORS^
(INTERIOR COLORS!

S'o

S
0

MILEAGE ESTIMATES'

0

0

Estimated city MPG
Estimated highway MPG

88.0
175.8
063
72.2
56.1
545

880
175.8
66.3
70.3
56.7
54.5

88.0
175*
65 7
703
5o7
54 >

39.6
38.0

39.6
38.0

39.o
N.A.

406
39.0
39.8

40.6
39.0
39.8

40o
N.A.
N.A.

40.2
37.8
402
415
323
354
549
57.7
565
41.7

40.2
N.A
N.A.
41 5
32 3
35 4

402
37.8
402
41.5
32.3
354
549
57.7
56.5
41.7

I
1

48.2
457
92.7

149.2
5000

482
N A
2 7

Q

14^.8
4500

53->U

3050
N.A.

2CICH

1525
1550
159

1520
N.A.
15.9

1495
1 505
I5Q

Steel-Belted
All-Season
Radial Blackwall
P205 75RI4

Steel-Befted
All-Weather
Radial Blackwall
PI95 75RI4

3475
•'

48.2
457
927

Solid
White (Browni

5-Speed
Manual
Overdrive
20 22

,'
* \

Solid
Silver (Gray or Browni
Light Beige I Browni
Beige (Browni
Garnet Red (Browni
Blue (Grayi
Medium Blue (Grayi

4-Speed I
Automatic
Overdrive
20 21 j

4-Speed
Automatic
Overdrive
2123

j

54 9
570
567
417

1492
4670

s J

0

0

j

Same as 4WD LE

CAPACITIES
Cargo capacity, rear seats
removed leu ft.)
1 Gross vehicle weight (lbs I
I Curb weight ilbs.i
[
4-speed automatic
j
b-sp^w manual BWJUJMW
Payload capacity (lbs i'
4-speed automatic
5-speed manual overdrive
Fuel tank capacity igailonsi
TIRES Type

o
0

Rack-and-pinion

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS (inches)
I Headroom
(fronti
J
Without sunroof
1
With sunroof
(middle!
1
Without sunroof
1
With sunroof
With Captains Seats
Ireari
Without sunrool
With sunroof
With Captains Seats
Leg room
ifronti
(middle)
ireari
Shoulder room ifronti
imiddlei
ireari
Cargo width at wheefhouse
Cargo height
Without sunroof
With sunroof
Cargo length at beltline

s

0

I Variable assist power
j rack-and-pinion

1 EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS (inchest

s

s

Sameas4WDLE

Same as LE

Power-assisted
j Sameas4WDLE
(ventilated front disc
rear drum with tandem
brake booster and
rear load-sensing
proportioning valvei

ENGINE TYPE
DISPLACEMENT
HORSEPOWER (SAE NET!
1 TORQUE (SAE NET)

-s2

o

-s3
-

1

1

s

-s

s

!

[Sameas4WDLE

BRAKES

!
1

s

-s

1 Dual air c o n d i t i o n i n g w i t h t r o n t rear c o n t r o l s

PACKAGES
Power Steering Package-includes variable assist power steerfng,
tilt steering wheel and PI05 75RI4 radial tires
Captains Chair Package- includes front Captains Chair seats with armrests, dual
reclining sw ivel mid-row Captains Chair seats with armrests and rear bench seat
Power Package-includes power windows,
tront foglamps and door courtesy lamps
Privacv Class Package-includes choice of Bronze
| or Blue side glass and rear privacy glass
| Sunroof Package- includes dual sunroofs (front pop-up with sliding shade.
j rear powen maplights, cloth sun visors and molded headliners

s
s

-s

S

TURNING CIRCLE DIAMETER
1 (CURB TO CURB)

°-

s

0
COMFORTS AND CONVENIENCES
Padded instrument panel
Tachometer, fuel level, coolant temperature and oil pressure gauges;
1 fuel and oil level warning lights
Resettabletripmeter
Steering coiumn-mounted headlamp, headlamp flasher,
intermittent windshield w ipers washers and turn signal controls
Console Satellite Switch Group-includes key stereo controls
1 Digital quartz clock
Analog quartz clock
Dual power-boosted Flo-thru ventilation with front rear controls
Rear console w ith cup holders storage compartment
Rear compartment heater with separate controls
Remote fuel tiller door release
Reclining drivers seat with 4-way adjustment
Reaming front bucket seats with foid-down armrests
and sliding passenger-side seat
1 Cloth seat trim
Quick Release reclining 2-passenger mid-row seat
with headrests and folding armrest
I Quic k Release 3-passenger rear seat with outboard headrests
Ful! carpeting - including rear cargo area
[ Carpeted floor mats
Cruise control- includes adjustable intermittent windshield wipers and footrest

s

-S
-

0
S1

STEERING TYPE

S
S

S

s
s

L

S

I

LE

Unitized body

j

300-

Steel-Belted
Radial Blackwall

j

1
1

PI85 75RI4
Optional Two-Tone
Light Beige Beige iBrown'

j
1
1
1
1

5-Speed
Manual
\ Overdrive
j 22 24

4-Speed
Automatic J
Overdrive J
21 23
j

0

o

!

!-<-peed elecuonicalk actuated transfer case with automatic transmission option ^Without power r emote contro Vront onK
J
U mounachometer. w ith oil level oil pressure light svVith twin tripmeters ^Requires ETR tuner, cassette and flavor toneequalizer
| option - w i t M - w a v adjustment s Without armrests '"With inside handle and child protector door ock lOwithP 20S 7SRI4tir es

N.A - Not applicable 'including occupants ec uipment and cargo ?Noi ail color?, available m all models
*(98" preliminar\ miieage figures determined b \ Tovota N87EFH mileage estimates not available at time ol pr nunc >ee\ourTo\otj
dealer for details
Specifications and equipment based on intorrnation available at time of print ing and subiect to change » uhc ui not ic e Some v en \ les
1 shown with optional equipment, see Features chart For details on iQKTopno ns. accessories and specific at io n*. in\our area tonta^t \ow
1 Tovota dealer

1
1
1

ADDENDUM

A-

lO

FAMILY ROOM
It's a Wonder Wa^on! It's Toyota's spacious
Passenger Van. Whether you choose the LE or
Deluxe Van, there's a Wonderwagon to match
your on-the-go lifestyle. With traditional Toyota
quality and performance, a Toyota Passenger
Van is a wonderful solution for busy families who
need the versatility of a van. And for 1987, there's
still another reason to choose a Toyota Van—the
new all-weather 4-wheel drive LE model.
Toyota's Van gives you seating for seven, spacious storage for luggage and gear, and more.
From the word "go." Toyota Van LE is a comfort
wonder. Optional dual air conditioning—with its
available cooler/ice maker*—and optional dual
sunroofs help make trips fun. And there are
Quick Release middle and rear seats.
Powered by a huskv 2.2 liter 4-cylinder overhead-valve EF1 engine that devHnn<; 101 hn the
Qj/an is a nimhle mpver with a tight turning radius
and parks neatly in a standard garage.
* 1987 preliminary mileage fiaures
^ determined by Toyota for Deluxe Van with
\ 'i-stkrd manual overdrive trawmwon.
See page K) for complete information.

COMPACT TURNING
The Toyota Van can turn in a
tight circle.

_

LUXURY WAGON

The Toyota Van LE has many luxury features
as standard equipment. You get variable assist
power rack-and-pinion steering with tilt steering
wheel, electronic AM stereo/FM/MPX tuner,
cut-pile carpeting and power door locks. Choose
the optional Captain's Chair Package with swivel
seats for extra comfort.
Toyota's Deluxe Van is a more affordable
Wonderwagon with plenty of comfort features
and traditional Toyota quality Or choose the
4WD Van LE for luxury travel. Whichever your
choice, you'll find a Toyota Passenger Van that's
perfect for you.
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!
*Cooler/ice maker requires dual air conditioning option.
Shown with optional equipment. See page 10 for details.

j\Ji
kPfifHp u fi!
mation in the 108 page Crutchfield catalog.

^ FREE

Stereo & Video
Catalog

Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product:
• 108 pages of helpful articles, consumer
tips, charts, and installation guides.
• Color photos, complete descriptions and
technical specifications on hundreds of
the finest brand name products.
You get more value shopping
Crutchfield:
• Toll-free product advice, ordering, and
customer service.
• 24 hour shipping.
• Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
• Full 30-day return privileges.
• Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer, JVC,
Teac, Akai, Advent, Jensen, Clarion,
Concord, Sherwood, Canon, Infinity,
and many more!

J Call or send this coupon
• now for your FREE Catalog

J800-336-5566
In Virginia, call 800-552-3961

I
I
I Name
I
! Address
!>
I
| City

State

I If you plan to move,
I please give us the date:
l
I
I
I Your car:
I
J 2nd car:
I

a

i
i
i
I

M

Apt. 0

Year

Zip

momn

date

Make

-yeST

Model

CRUTCHFIELD
1 Crutchfield Raurk, Dept FW, Charlottesville, VA 22906

82/MAY 1987

~fU:^£tL*{t

Swept area (sq; in.)..

Qeneral
Vehide/model . . " : ! ' . . . . '87 Toyota 4WO-LE Van
Base price..,
•.-....$15,598
Options as tested
,
y
cruise
control
^ \
t
w
'intermittent"wipers , ; * ^
: captain's; chairs *
AM/FM/cassette stereo with graphic equalizer
dual air conditioning
power windows?? „'„„•" . . .
'
^ ""U"
chromed wheels
color-keyed privacy glass
* two-tone exterior' paint
carpeted, mats
ice maker/cooler
\ Sfoglightsv I
•->/>*
Price as tested ^
r
$20,023

Engine

) ^«

>*<• -

r. : .M-S0HC
uisJDfacernentlcu. inciters) .^,.,, . . 134.2/2.2
^Boreix; stroke (m.)^z. X .v.
.. a38x3sa
Compression ratio; *\ .
.......08:1
?5Fuel inductions v/v?.-.
. / . . / . . EFI
,Fuei:requirerTient .->££. f V V ^ « .vJJnteaded

Cngln«_ Output -

. . . - . . ' . ; . . : . . ' . . 752-3

Birmkfnq Distances
. . N/A
,163.0

30-0 (ft.) .
55:0 (ft.),.

Drlvetraln
Transmission
- . * . . . . 5-speed manual
•Ratios: 1st.
3.704:1
•„/
"\2ndV
:..
,....'..2.020:1
: .
3rd :
V...:
1.368:1
4th
:
1.000:1
} w / * 5th...
,
:..0.802:1.
\. ' ,-*Rev
4.472:1
Axle.ratio
4.30:1
Final drive ratio
3.45:1
..Transfer case .;-%
— 2-speed
•.* LoW-range ratio
2566:1
-Hubs .. >:
.....:
Auto lock.

Wheels and Tires
Wheels
•Vires
t

.

14x6 chromed
P205/75R14

'

'•

Fuel Economy
ICECA* estimate, city/highway (mpg)
^Actual, city/highway, ( m p g ) ; . , . . . . .

20/22
, 19.95

Mfg.'s ratings' (SAE" net)
Hp <Q rpm
>101 <Q 4,400 Dimensions and Capacities
A
-Wheelbase (in)
. . : . . . . . . . . .88.0
., '„. Torque (Ifcx-ft) 0 rpm . . . . , . - . > - .1 3 3 ^ a 0 0 0
1755
• Engine rpm 0 55 mph/gear..*... . . . 2,445/5th -length (in,)
Width (in.)
66.3
Acceleration
^ ^
Height (in.)
...*.-...
7U3
XJverhang/f/r
On.).,
.
.
.
.48.6/39.2
0-,30~(sea). / r , , ! ".V. '.,1 *., ,7~.. I J - - ™"3L97
56.7/54.3
0-40 ( s e a ) . . . .'.. , \ . • . : / . . : . . . .\ .% .\ .- 787 ^ Track, f/r (in.)
Minimum ground clearance (in.)
63
0-50 (sea)
-.\... :.„....»
1254
Maximum
unobstructed
cargo
0-60 (sea)....-.,..«..-.
,.,
18.40capacity
(cu.
f
t
.
)
.
.
.
.
.
.
149.2
Standing Vi-mile (sea @ mph).. 21.23 © 62.7
Approach/departure angles
(degrees)
19.0/205
Suspension
Base curb weight ( l b . ) . . . .
3,050
Base weight distribution, f/r (%)
59/41
. .IFS, torsion bars,
Front
Advertised GVWR (lb.)
5,000
gas shocks
Payfoad ( l b ) . . . . . .
1,950
. 4-iink. coil springs
Rear.
Fuel capacity (gal.)
15.9
Steering
Accommodation
Type
Variable power-assisted,
7
rack-and-pinion >:Seating capacity, persons
Headroom, f/m/r (in.)
39.6/40.6/40.2
Turns, lock to lock
4£
Legroom,
f/m/r
(in.)
415/32.2/35.4
Overall ratio
195:1
Turning circle, curb to curb (ft.)
3O0

Calculated Data

Brakes
Front
Rear

Power-assisted discs
Power-assisted drums

Power-to-weight ratio (lb. per hp)
Hp per liter
Brake swept area per ton (sq. in.)

30.2:1
453
493.3
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/
Acura Integra RS
Legend Sedan
Legend Coupe L
Alfa Romeo Milano
Verde 3.0
Audi 90 Quattro
BMW 325is
325IX
M3
5351
635CSi
735i>
750IL
BuickReatta1
Regal Custom1
Cadillac Allante1
Chevrolet Beretta GT
CamarolROC-Z
Corvette Conv
Corvette Z51
Nova Twin Cam
Sprint 4-door
Chrysler LeBaron
Daihatsu Charade
Eagle Premier ES>
Ferrari GTO
Testarossa
3.2 Mondial
328 GTS
412
FordfestivaL
Mustang GT
Probe GT
Taurus 3.8'
Taurus SHO
Thunderbird SC
Thunderbird
Turbo Coupe
Honda CRX Si
Prelude 2.0 Si 4ws
Hyundai Excel GL
Isuzu l-Mark RS
Turbo
JaguarXJ6>
XJ-SV-12Conv
Lamborghini
Countach"
Lincoln Mark VIILSC
Lotus Esprit Turbo
Maseratl 430
Mazda RX-7 Conv
RX-7 GTU
RX-7 Turbo 10th
Anniv
323 GTX
MX-6
MPV (prototype)1
929 >
Mercedes-Benz 300E
420SEI
560SEC
560SL'"

$11,148
$19,298
$22,000

9.3
8.1
7.7

17.0
16.4
16.0

258
283
274

0.79
0.77
0.77

24.5
20.5
19.5*

9-87 »
$20,895
12-8 7« $27,820
2-88 *••
$28,400
$33,175
4-88
2-88 »•• $34,000
1-89
$45,225
7-86
$43,705
7-87 »
$49,740
$68,850
5-88 *
$27,800
3-88 •>
$16,142
6-88 »
$56,632
7-88 »
*
$12,867
4-87
4-87 »
$18,096
7-88 *
$38,352
$34,034
•2-88 *
$12,070
2-88
7-88
$8123
7-87 »
$16,154
$9045
7-88
8-88 *
$15,916
8-86 '•'°
na/U.S.
8-86 '•"> $102,500
8-86 '•'° $69,500
$78,850
7-88 »
na/U.S.
8-86 r i °
7-87 *
$5765
$14,575
3-88 *
na
3-88 *•«
4-88
$17,658
10-8 3'
$19,500
12-8 3'* $20,300

7.5
9.5
7.5
7.9
7.1
7.7
8.5
9.3
6.9
8.9
M2
9.5
8.3
6.6
6.0
6.0
8.9
14.6
8.8
15.2
10.5
5.0
5.3
7.1
6.7
6.7
10.2
6.4
7.3
9.3
6.6
7.4

15.8
17.0
15.7
15.9
15.4
15.9
16.3
17.0
15.2
16.8
18.2
17.2
16.3
14.9
14.6
14.6
16.7
19.2
16.8
19.5
17.7
14.1
13.4
15.3
15.0
15.0
17.8
15.0
15.6
17.2
15.2
15.9

253
249
263
253
239
228
263
245
236
273
304
257
286
266
225
na
271
290
276
280
280
240
242
250
234
230
286
307
245
273
259
247

0.79
0.79
0.79
0.77
0.82
0.82
0.80
0.77
0.79
0.80
0.78
0.77
0.81
0.87
0.87
0.89
0.74
0.72
0.78
0.71
0.78
na
0.87
0.84
0.87
0.82
0.69
0.81
0.80
0.75
0.81
0.85

21.0
21.0
20.5^
20.0
20.52
17.0
17.52
18.0
16.0
16.6'
20.52
17.12
20.0
16.72
19.32
17.52
26.5
37.52
20.5
36.52
19.02
13.5*
12.0*
na
18.22
na
37.0
16.02
20.02.*
17.5
22.0
17.0*

8-87 »
12-8 7*
8-87 »••
10-8 5

$17,416
$10,975
$18,100
$6965

8.5
8.2
9.3
14.0

16.3
16.4
16.8
19.4

243
258
252
291

0.79
0.78
0.81
0.73

17.0
31.0
22.0
29.92

9-88 »
6-87 »
1-89 »

$10,559
$39,500
$56,000

8.9
11.5
9.9

16.8
18.3
17.5

248
258
238

0.81
0.73
0.75

23.02
17.5
13.0*

3-86
4-86
7-88 *
2-89
1-88
8-88 »

$118,000
$24,281
$62,500
$41,500
$23,759
$20,100

5.2
8.4
5.8
6.3
9.7
8.5

13.7
16.6
14.3
15.0
17.5
16.5

252
277
256
254
245
260

0.88
0.74
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.80

10.0
16.0
17.0
17.0*
16.0
21.02

8-88 »
9-88 »
12-8 7«
10-8 3
8-88 »
4-86 '
9-87<
7-86
7-88 »

$24,738
$14,890
$15,988
$21,000
$23,969
$35,375
$57,500
$64,030
$63,975

6.7
8.7
7.5
11.7
10.0
7.5
8.7
7.0
6.8

15.1
16.7
15.7
18.4
17.5
16.0
16.7
15.5
15.2

256
275
248
310
247
246
265
267
231

0.83
0.78
0.76
0.73
0.73
0.81
0.78
0.77
0.78

16.52
21.52
20.0
21.0
18.52
22.0
16.0
14.52
16.32

7-86
6-86 '
5-87 5.9

Mercury Sable LS1
Merkur Scorpio1
Mitsubishi Eclipse GS
Mirage Turbo
Nissan Pulsar NX SE
240SX
300ZX2+2
Oldsmobile
Cutlass Int1
Peugeot 405
505 STX
Pontiac
Bonneville SE1
Firebird Trans
AmGTA1
Turbo Trans Am1
Grand Prix SE
LeMans
Porsche 944
944 S2
944 Turbo
944 Turbo S
911 Cabriolet
911 Carrera
911 Club Sport
911 Turbo
928 S4
Carrera 4
Range Rover1
Ruf 3.4 Turbo
(Porsche)
Saab 9000
Sterling 825SL1
Subaru Justy GL
Justy 4WD GL
XT6 4W0
Toyota Celica GTS
Celica All-Trac
Corolla FX16 GT-S
MR2 Supercharged
Supra
Supra Turbo
Volkswagen Fox GL
GTI 16V
JettaGLI 16V
Quantum GL5
Syncro
Scirocco 16V
Volvo 740 Turbo
Wagon

6-86'
6-876
12-88"
9-885
l-87«
9-88*«
4-87«

$15,562
$26,000
$15,730
$12,877
$13,050
$14,500
$23,099

11.7
10.1
7.2
8.0
10.3
8.8
8.8

18.7
17.5
15.8
16.2
17.8
16.5
16.5

317
250
257
243
246
252
273

0.73
0.75
0.83
0.79
0.81
0.82
0.79

6-885
11-885
8-87«

$17,153
$20,700
$23,750

11.4
9.0
9.8

18.3
16.8
17.2

283
263
244

0.82
20.52
0.83 22.0
0.77 24.0

8-88'

$18,104

9.5

17.2

292

na 18.Q2

4-87"
1-89
6-885
5-87«
11-87*
2-89
ll-87«
6-88
7-885
11-885
5-88'
2-89
3-87«
2-89
11-87'

$18,358
$28,500
$16,261
$8250
$32,221
$45,598
$40,456
$48,060
$60,576
$53,854
$46,643
$71,206
$62,261
$70,470
$30,825

7.1
5.3
9.7
12.1
8.7
6.4
6.6
5.5
6.5
6.1
5.7
5.1
5.5
4.9
12.6

15.5
13.9
17.1
18.7
16.6
14.8
15.1
14.2
15.0
14.8
14.3
13.6
13.9
13.5
19.0

281
269
282
302
248
225
237
232
237
241
260
239
234
218
316

0.84
0.83
0.81
0.73
0.79
na
0.80
0.89
0.88
0.86
0.84
na
na
0.83
0.66

14.82
14.0*
21.52
30.5
21.22
19.0
16.22
18.5
22.52
19.02
18.0
16.5
16.0*
17.0
13.5

5-87« $150,000
12-85
$21,945
5-87«
$24,195
7-88
$7572
5-885
$8097
5-885
$17,033
$16,403
12-86
1 -88»» $22,540
t-87«
$13,378
1 0 - 8 7 " $17,500
4-87«
$23,112
2-89
$26,060
2-876
$7730
9-885
$15,315
6-885
$16,255

4.5
7.6
10.0
11.1
12.0
9.2
8.6
7.7
9.2
7.0
7.9
6.6
10.8
8.5
8.8

13.0
15.6
17.6
18.2
18.5
16.7
16.5
15.6
17.0
15.3
16.0
15.2
18.0
16.5
16.6

243
271
246
272
na
na
274
263
254
258
259
279
287
258
249

na
0.78
0.78
0.73
0.70
0.78
0.81
0.82
0.80
0.80
0.86
0.83
na
0.83
0.82

na
21.0
19.5
29.52
29.92
24.42
20.22
20.0
25.5
21.12
19.02
22.0
25.0
24.02
24.0

19.82
21.0
23.0*
21.02
24.0
25.0*
19.82

5-885
12-86

$20,705
$13,565

9.8
7.7

17.4
16.1

na
257

0.78 21.52
0.80
25.62

6-85

$21,340

8.4

16.6

263

0.75

24.0

Data and comments apply to the model at the time (issue date) of testing. Legend: boldface-extremes in that particular category, excluding nonproduction cars; red = newest
entries; na=not available, na/U.S.; « automatic transmission; 2 comparison test;
3
price at time of test, some estimated; * estimated; * also in 1989 R&T Road Test Annual; « also in 1988 Annual;' also in 1987 Annual; • also in 1989 R&T Sports & GT Cars;
• also in 1988 S&GT Cars; »© also in 1987 S&GT Cars;««the 5000S; »« skidpad vaiue
from November 1986 testing. The 1986-1989 issues at $4.95 each postpaid and the
1987-1989 Annuals and 1987- 1989 Sports & GT Cars at $5.95 each postpaid are
available from R&T, PO Box 749, Holmes, Pa. 19043.
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fiDD&JDvffl- ft
IN

THE

COURT

OF

APPEALS,

STATE OF

UTAH

IRSHAD A.AADIL,
PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT.

AFFIDAVIT

VS.

OF

Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A.,Inc.
a California corporation

LYNN

ASHCRAFT

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT.
CASE NO: 880604-CA
STATE
OF UTAH
)
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE)
I, the undersigned hereby state and depose
as follows:
1. That I am not an interested party in
the above entitled action.
2. That I am a graduate of the University
of Utah holding a degree as Bachelor of Science.
3. That 1 have been in automotive business
for the last eighteen years and my work has incuided all kinds
of auto repairs specially relating to engine and drivecrain.
4. That 1 am well versed in the study of
auto specifications and manuals.
5. That 1 have reviewed the specification
and other performance data of Toyota 4x4 van and I find that the
performance of the venicles in terms of accleration from 0 to 60
in 18.4 seconds is very poor and definitely needs imrpovement,

considering the traffic conditions,i.e. fast freeways, short
merging lanes, two way ianes and the necessitv to overtake at
every step of the traffic.
6. I also believe that the vehicle curb
weight of 3475 lbs; in addition to the 7 passenger load as
the vehicle is designed,definitelv requires a better power
to weight ratio than 34:1,

DATED: February 16,1989.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME
THIS

16th

DAY OF FEBRUARY 1989.

^T^G^^^^J^^

My commission expires:

CI;

Notary Public

^ZI^^C^^^2J^^

ADDENDUM : A-15J
(QUOTES FROM MAGAZINES ETC
AS PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL)

COROLLA FX16,
S I KM I I
loA'AUT
Hi,-1 XW> |1^ / ' M m / / ( ' / tjls
(<//<»//

I 111//

1987 TOYOTAS"
The 1987 Toyotas continue a tradition of
excellence: the top four most trouble-free new
cars sold in America were Toyotas, and. in all.
six of the top ten were Toyotas* And Toyota
Truck owners report that they are the most
satisfied with their trucks'*
1987 starts with a dynamic new Supra Turbo
with an intercooled turbocharged engine that
produces 230 hp All-new Camry adds lo its
reputation as the most trouble-free new car
sold in America* and Tercel has new styling
and a multi-valve engine The new Corolla FXI(>
has a sports-car heart in a liftback body.
Corolla retains the features that have made
it one of the best-selling cars in the world, and
Cressida maintains its status as the sophisticated grand touring sedan Celica adds a
Convertible model, and MR2 has a new T-Bar
Roof model
For van fans theres new 4-wheel drive traction And Americas number-one-selling compact truck manufacturer t is looking out for you
with a wide choice of models. 4x1 and 4x2:
Turbo Xtracab Long Bed. Standard Bed and
heavy-duty 1 Ton: even the versatile 4Runner
and rugged Land Cruiser.
Take your choice of the most exciting cars
and trucks Toyota has ever offered See your
Toyota dealer today for complete details on
Toyotas exciting 1987 lineup
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!
'Based on problems encountered in tirsi l>o d a \ s o!
ownership—NHS | D Power c- Associates New Cai InituUj
Gualit> Survey
fh
•*| D Power I- Associates l>»8fc Compact Truck CSI
£L
•Wards Automotive Reports calendar year IW> <JBFl
bined compact pickups
/fr^'

ZOOM WITH ROOM

M U L I I A A I M II CHNOIOC.Y
f ;>.' I'*N7 l/rVHi'H I lUWlt

l o t t'f lUllf!' XlOilff

f v n r / i l Uoni Mir /v> lot moihe iiif«/ cf\u wnl
iH'Chtliou

t'f !(»ifi'lii MmliYvjiiYr !i'difi()|t>iiM

Introducing a hot addition to the 'Tbyola
l i n e - t h e all-new Corolla FXIo It combines t
driving thrills ol a highly tuned engine and
sports suspension with the versatility of a
, roomy lit (back
The smart-looking Corolla FXIo wil
get you from <) to oO in ft7 seconds a
cover the quarter mile in under sev<
teen seconds* At the heart of the FXIo
impressive performance is its twin ca
lo-valve engine that redlines at 7r>()0 rpn
and produces I0.S hp at OOOO rpm For extra
punch. Toyota combines multi-valve technology with computer-controlled electronic
fuel injection
Both models—FXIo C.l-S and the extraatfordable FXIo—are equipped with standa
features like -1-wheel independent MacPhe
son strut suspension with stabilizer bars for
stability ^nc\ flat cornering disc brakes all
around power lack-and-pinion steering an
your choice of S-speed manual overdrive or
optional electronically controlled l-speed
automatic overdrive transmission
Inside theres sporty instrumentation, exi
lent visibility reclining front seats and stora
space throughout Uptown commute or
out-of-town weekend the FXIO makes getti
there the best part
In the words of Motor Trend magazine:
We found the FXIo GTS to be a broad-rang<
automobile a sporty-looking runabout wi
enough room inside to carry most of the itc
one needs to support a household a car y
could live w ith and enjoy from day to day It
has looks grace poise and speed ."••
•United State-* Auto c l u h certified performance tit»uit
•'WoroiTnmi Septeinhei h>No
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MERUN R. LYBBERT
DAVID W. SLAGLE
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May 3 1 ,

1988
WRITER'S DIRECT NUMBER

322-9152

Irshad A, Aadil
Attorney at Law
1154 East 300 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
Re:

Aadil v. Toyota

Dear Irshad:
Enclosed please find an Order granting defendant's
Motion for Dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint in the
above-referenced matter. If it meets with your approval,
please sign and return to me for submission to the court.
Very truly yours,
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU

Jhi%A^Larry R. Laycock

LRL:sj
Enclosure

1886
1888
1906
1923
1952
1967
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Irshad A. Aadil
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Mav 2 3 . 1988

HAND DELIVERED

Larry R.Laycock Esq.
Snow, Christensen & Martineau
Attorneys At Law
10 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City Utah
J R E : AADIL V.TOYOTA
C87-4719

Dear Mr.Laycock,
This is to confirm our conversation
on the telephone todav to the effect that we agreed
that I do not need to file a Motion to amend the Amended
Complaint to eliminate Hasans as plaintiffs and to remove
their causes and to make other necessary changes% since
you have not filed an Answer yet.
You suggested that 1 should not do it until! the ruling by the court on your motion to see if
the complaint is dismissed or certain paragraphs removed
under the new order.
Please advise if I can assist any further.

1154 East 300 Smith

A D D E N D U M : A « 1 8
HENRY K. CHAI I I (A0606)
LARRY R. LAYCOCK (A4868)
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU
Attorneys for Defendant
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor
Post Office Box 45000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone: (801) 521-9000

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
SANJIDA HASAN and M. HASAN,
(husband and wife) and IRSHAD
AADIL,

ORDER

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Civil No.

TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U.S.A.,
INC., a California corporation,

87-4719

Judge Pat B. Brian

Defendant•

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Complaint came on
regularly for hearing before the Honorable Pat B. Brian, Third
District Judge, on October 16, 1987 at 8:30 a.m. and plaintiffs
having been represented by their counsel, Irshad Aadil, and
defendant having been represented by its counsel, Larry R.
Laycock of Snow, Christensen & Martineau, and the Court
having reviewed the memoranda filed herein, having heard
oral argument, and having been fully apprised, it is hereby
ORDERED as follows:

Addenclxirri : A — 1 9
1.

Defendant Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc. shall

respond to Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents on or before October
28, 1987.
2.

Plaintiffs Sanjida Hasan, M. Hasan and Irshad

Aadil shall be given an opportunity to amend their Complaint
on or before November 6, 1987.
3.

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss shall be continued

until such time as plaintiffs have had an opportunity to
amend their Complaint and shall be rescheduled for hearing
before this court at that time.
DATED this ^ ^ H

day of

Oc^hfl^

BY THE COURT:

1

<Pat/B. Brian
Third District Judge
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

; L

Irshad Aadil

-2-

1987.

/

ADDENDUM:
70A-2-313

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
Breach of warranty as to title as within
statutory provision requiring notice of
breach of warranty on sale of goods, 114 ALR
707.
Validity of provision negativing implied
warranties, 117 ALR 1350.
Warranty of title by seller in conditional
sale contract, 132 ALR 338.

Collateral References.
Sales <£=> 262 Vi9 263.
77 CJS Sales §§ 314, 315, 333,334.
67 AmJur 2d 651 to 660, Sales §§ 479 to 488.
Assignment of lease, 19 ALR 608.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Judicial District for Box Elder County (1944)
107 U 247,153 P 2d 265.

Freedom from encumbrances.
Upon the trial of an information for
obtaining money and property under false
pretenses, in which defendant failed to disclose liens against property, the court, in
applying former section 60-1-13, relating to
implied warranties of title, said that "at the
time of delivery, when payment in full is
made, there is an implied warranty that the
seller has the ownership of the property or
the right to sell, free and clear of encumbrances." Ballaine v. District Court of First

Warranty of title.
One may lawfully agree to sell either personal or real property to which at the time
he has no title, and want of title furnishes no
ground for rescission unless, upon tender,
defendant is unable to comply with agreement. Tuft v. Brotherson (1944) 106 U 499,
150 P 2d 384, quoting Maloney v. Houston
(1921) 51 Cal App 585,197 P 661.

70A-2-313. Express warranties by affirmation, promise, description,
sample.
(1) Express warranties by the seller are created as follows:
(a)
Any affirmation of fact or promise made by the seller to the
buyer which relates to the goods and becomes part of the
basis of the bargain creates an express warranty that the
goods shall conform to the affirmation or promise.
(b)
Any description of the goods which is made part of the basis
of the bargain creates an express warranty that the goods
shall conform to the description.
(c)
Any sample or model which is made part of the basis of the
bargain creates an express warranty that the whole of the
goods shall conform to the sample or model.
(2) It is not necessary to the creation of an express warranty that the
seller use formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee" or that
he have a specific intention to make a warranty, but an affirmation
merely of the value of the goods or a statement purporting to be
merely the seller's opinion or commendation of the goods does not
create a warranty.
History: L. 1965, ch. 154, § 2-313.
Cross-References.
Course of dealing and usage of trade,
70A-1-205.
Exclusion or modification of warranties,
70A-2-316.
Implied warranty of merchantability,
70A-2-314.
Modification, rescission and waiver,
70A-2-209.

Product Liability Act, 78-15-1 et seq.
Rules of construction, variation by agreement, 70A-1-102.
Supplementary general principles of law
applicable, 70A-1-103.
Model or sample.
A sample is drawn from the bulk of the
goods which is the subject matter of the sale;
a model is a specially created item offered for

52
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70A-2-313

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
The question of express warranty is properly submitted to the jury where the evidence
is substantial, and supports the essential elements which the plaintiff is required to
prove. Park v. Moorman Mfg. Co. (1952) 121
U 339, 241 P 2d 914, 40 ALR 2d 273.
In an action for breach of warranties with
regard to chicken feed which had been represented to produce certain results if used in a
particular manner, the trial court did not err
in refusing to submit the case upon a different theory for the method and for the feed.
Park v. Moorman Mfg. Co. (1952) 121 U 339,
241 P 2d 914, 40 ALR 2d 273.

Pleading.
Allegation that at time of entering into
contract for sale of tractor seller falsely
represented and warranted to buyer that
tractor would pull plow9 plowing at depth of
ten inches in soil, was not a charge of fraud
but charge of breach of warranty since
knowledge of falsity was necessary to charge
of fraud. Anglo-California Trust Co. v. Hall
(1922) 61 U 223, 211 P 991.
Rule of caveat emptor.
Where seller of potatoes made no representation whatever as to quality of potatoes,
and buyer saw them, examined them, and
knew kind of potatoes he was bargaining for,
doctrine of caveat emptor applied and grower
should not have been barred from recovering
purchase price of potatoes on theory that
they were expressly warranted as to quality.
Baker v. Latses (1922) 60 U 38,206 P 553.
Samples.
Whether sales by sample constitute
express or implied warranties is matter of
general law. Jorgensen v. Gessell Pressed
Brick Co. (1914) 45 U 31, 141 P 460, Ann Cas
1917C 309.
Seller's talk.
There are many examples of "puffing" or
"trader's talk" which are not actionable.
Campbell v. Zion's Cooperative Home Building & Real Estate Co. (1914) 46 U 1, 148 P
401.
Statement that Hudson Super-Six motor
car would do whatever any other Super-Six
would do amounted to express warranty, and
not mere "seller's talk," or an expression of
opinion. Summers v. Provo Foundry &
Machine Co. (1919) 53 U 320,178 P 916.
Dealer's statement that stoves would "sell
like hot cakes," held dealer's talk and not
warranty. Detroit Vapor Stove Co. v. J. C.
Weeter Lumber Co. (1923) 61 U 503, 215 P
995, 29 ALR 659.
Rule that representations as to value of
goods are mere expressions of opinion did not
apply where seller of business represented
that goods would inventory at certain price
and that seller would guarantee same, and
buyer was entitled to recover difference
between actual value of goods and inventory
price as represented by seller. Beaver Drug
Co. v. Hatch (1923) 61 U 597,217 P 695.
Matters of puffing or sales talk are not
statements of "fact" or "promise" as contemplated by statute. Park v. Moorman Mfg. Co.
(1952) 121 U 339, 241 P 2d 914, 40 ALR 2d
273.
Trial.

What constitutes express warranty.
The Supreme Court of this state has
declared what constitutes a warranty in the
sale of personal property. Jorgensen v.
Gessell Pressed Brick Co. (1914) 45 U 31, 141
P 460, Ann Cas 1917C 309; Studebaker Bros.
Co. v. Anderson (1917) 50 U 319, 167 P 663;
Nielson v. Hermansen (1946) 109 U 180,166 P
2d 536.
What constitutes an express warranty in
the sale of a new or a secondhand automobile
is a matter of general law. Studebaker Bros.
Co. v. Anderson ( 50 U 319, 167 P 663;
Rockhill v. Creer ( 56 U 119,189 P 668.
Statement in writing that car sold was a
1922 model was express warranty regardless
of whether seller was or was not guilty of
intentional deceit in delivering a 1921 model
to buyer. Stringfellow v. Botterill Auto Co.
(1923) 63 U 56,221 P 861,34 ALR 533.
Under former section 60-1-12 and the decisions of our Supreme Court it is clear that an
affirmation of fact, that is, ajgpjesentation,
is a warranty and not merely evidence of a
warranty, if its natural tendency is to induce
the buyer to purchase the goods and the
buyer thus induced does purchase them.
Words of warranty such as "I guarantee or I
warrant" are not necessary for an express
warranty; a positive affirmation of the fact is
enough to render the seller liable. The representation of fact which would naturally tend
to and does induce a bargain is a warranty.
The fact that the defendant did not intend to
warrant is no defense if he did make a statement which brings him within the statute.
Nielson v. Hermansen (1946) 109 U 180,166 P
2d 536.
A positive statement by the seller by way
of the identity, nature or kind of the goods or
in regard to them, as a statement of fact, not
opinion, is a warranty. Where it appears i i /
doubtful whether or not the statement is one I
of fact or opinion, and therefore whether /
there is a warranty, the question should be J
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13-20-4

CREDIT SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS

COMMERCE AND TRADE

13-21-1

History: C. 1953, 13-20-3, enacted by L.
1985, eh. 168, § 1.

History: C. 1953, 13-20-5, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 168, § 1.

13-20-4. Nonconforming motor vehicles — Replacement —
Refund — Criteria — Defenses.

13-20-6. Enforcement — Limited liability of dealer — No
limit on other rights or remedies.

If the manufacturer, its agent, or its authorized dealer is unable to conform
the motor vehicle to any applicable express warranty by repairing or correcting any defect or condition which substantially impairs the use, market value,
or safety of the motor vehicle after a reasonable number of attempts, the
manufacturer shall replace the motor vehicle with a comparable new motor
vehicle or accept return of the vehicle from the consumer and refund to the
consumer the full purchase price including all collateral charges, less a reasonable allowance for the consumer's use of the vehicle. Refunds shall be
made to the consumer, and any lienholders as their interests may appear. A
reasonable allowance for use is that amount directly attributable to use by the
consumer prior to his first report of the nonconformity to the manufacturer,
its agent, or its authorized dealer, and during any subsequent period when the
vehicle is not out of service because of repair. It is an affirmative defense to
any claim under this chapter
(1) that an alleged nonconformity does not substantially impair the
consumer's use of the motor vehicle and does not substantially impair the
market value or safety of the motor vehicle; or
(2) that an alleged nonconformity is the result of abuse, neglect, or
unauthorized modifications or alterations of a motor vehicle by a consumer.

(1) The Division of Consumer Protection shall enforce this chapter.
(2) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as imposing any liability on
an authorized dealer or creating a cause of action by a consumer against a
dealer under this chapter, except regarding any written express warranties
made by the dealer apart from the manufacturer's own warranties.
(3) This chapter does not limit the rights or remedies which are otherwise
available to a consumer under any other law.

History: C. 1953, 13-20-4, enacted by L.
1985, ch, 168, § 1.*

13-20-5. Reasonable number of attempts to conform.
(1) It is presumed that a reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken to conform a motor vehicle to the applicable express warranties, if:
(a) the same nonconformity has been subject to repair four or more
times by the manufacturer, its agent, or its authorized dealer within the
express warranty term or during the one-year period following the date of
original delivery of the motor vehicle to a consumer, whichever is earlier,
but the nonconformity continues to exist; or
(b) the vehicle is out of service to the consumer because of repair for a
cumulative total of 30 or more business days during the warranty term or
during the one-year period, whichever is earlier.
(2) The term of an express warranty, the one-year period, and the 30-day
period shall be extended by any period of time during which repair services
are not available to the consumer because of a war, invasion, strike, fire,
flood, or other natural disaster.

724

History: C. 1953, 13-20-6, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 168, § 1.

13-20-7. Use of dispute settlement procedure.
If a manufacturer has established an informal dispute settlement procedure
which complies with Title 16, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 703, then
Subsection (3) concerning refunds or replacement does not apply to any consumer who has not first resorted to this procedure.
History: C. 1953, 13-20-7, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 168, § 1.

CHAPTER 21
CREDIT SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS
Section
13-21-1. Short title.
13-21-2. Definitions — Exemptions.
13-21-3. Credit services organizations — Prohibitions
13-21-4. Bond not required for agent if „ rg anization is bonded,
itten information statement
st
13-21-5. Written
required.
13-21-6. Contents of statement

13-21-1.

Section
13-21-7. Written contracts required — Contents — Notice of cancellation
,„„, 0 n
of contract.
13-21-8. Burden of proving exception — Pen**7T
J " * *—
™Prose* "
equitable jurisdiction
cution.
13-21-9. Damages — Punitive damages —
Attorney's fees and costs —
Remedies"

Short title.

This chapter is known as the "Credit Services Organizations Act."
History: C. 1953, 13-21-1, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 29, S 1.
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I f you could change two things about your new Van to make it betterftvh^tf ^frfifNtf^sfeJtftft fhings -A. — Z
be?

A
B.

A better and bigger engine is badly needed for this heavy a veiiic&e^
ftaf-f-pr

nr

ind&p&rydpnt

sngpgng-inn

is

nodded

fn

cur,

down

flat-

humps

243-244

S

If a V6 engine were available at $600 for your Toyota Van, would you consider purchasing it?
Definitely
§}
Probably not
•
Don't Know
• 245
Probably
•
Definitely not
•
Does your new Van meet your original expectations in the following areas?

Fuel economy
Off-road/foul weather capabilities
Fun to drive
Quality of workmanship
Overall engine performance
Value for the money
Overall driving comfort
Ride quality
Suitability to my business needs
Adequacy of cargo area

YES
VERY MUCH

SOMEWHAT

FAIRLY
WELL

NOT TOO
WELL

•
D
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
D
•
D

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D
•
•
•
•
D
•
•
D
•

NOT AT ALL
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

•
D
•
•
•
•
•
•
•'
•

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE SO WE CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE PRINCIPAL DRIVER OF THE NEW VEHICLE.
THIS DATA WILL ONLY BE USED BY OUR INTERNAL STAFF.
Sex:
Male
Female

•
•

256

39. Marital status:
Married
Never been married
Divorced or separated
Widowed

40. What is your approximate:
Height
ft. 258
jn.

e•

•257

Please check the one box that best describes your position in the household.
Husband •
Daughter •
Other relative •
Wife
•
Son
•
What was the last year of school you completed?
Some high school or less •
Some college
High school graduate
•
College graduate

•
•

Which one of the following describes your job?
White collar employee
•
Top business executive •
Business mgr. supervisor •
Owner of own business •
Blue collar employee
• •
Professional (i.e.
Business/store clerical
•
doctor, lawyer, etc.)
•
What is your age?

259-260

Single adult male
Single adult female

•
•

Post graduate work

•

Student
Homemaker
Unemployed
Retired

•
•
••

What is your zip code?

288-272

273-274

per y e a r 275-280

What are the 3 magazines you most often read?
281-282

2

283-284

What are the 3 television programs you most often watch?
287-288

2

289-290

291-292

Please list your 3 favorite pastime activities:
1

263-264

267

47. what state do you live in?

What is the approximate total annual family income before taxes?

1

262

265-266

In total, counting yourself, how many people are there in your household?

1

261

293-294

2

297-298

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
Please mail it to us in the enclosed pre-paid envelope as soon as possible.
We want to be sure vour ooinions am

innlurlRd

3
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OF COUNSEL
JOSEPH NOVAK
GEORGE N LARSEN

September 29, 1987

WRITER'S DIRECT NUMBER

(801) 322-9152

Irshad A. Aadil
Attorney at Law
1154 East 300 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
Re:

Hasan v. Toyota
C87-4719

Dear Mr. Aadil:
This letter will confirm our telephone conversation
of this date in which you agreed to allow Toyota Motor
Sales an extension of time in which to respond to your
discovery requests until October 14, 1987.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
Very truly yours,
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU

Larry R. Laycock
LRL:sj
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OF COUNSEL
JOSEPH NOVAK
GEORGE N LARSEN

WRITER'S DIRECT NUMBER

322-9133

Irshad A. Aadil, Esq.
1154 East 300 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 8 4102
Re:

Sanjida Hasan, et ux. vs.
Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc.

Dear Mr. Aadil:
I am writing to confirm our telephone conversation
of February 23, 19 88. As I explained, if you want to
locate the published articles on the Toyota 4 x 4 van,
I am willing to stipulate that they were published by the
indicated magazines. It is my understanding that in view
of this, the Motion to Compel which you have noticed for
hearing on March 18, 1988, will not be necessary. I
assume that you will notify Judge Brian that the hearing
will not be held.
Very truly yours,
^--SNQW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU

HKC:bb

Henrfy K. Chai II
/
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